
July 21, 2011 

 

Notice for Sony product users working with Apple FinalCutProX® 

 

With the recent FinalCutProX® launch from Apple, Sony product users may experience technical issues in the 

workflow when using this new version of Apple’s software. 

 

Sony’s initial investigation has established that some Sony editing application software and plug-in products will 

not work with FinalCutProX® at the time of its launch. The affected Sony products are listed below and will 

require a technical fix in order to continue supporting XDCAM workflow and HDCAM SR plug-in and HDV RAD 

plug-in features: 

 XDCAM Browser 

 XDCAM EX Log &Transfer 

 XDCAM Workflow Accelerator (Cinemon in US Market) including the following system products: 

NOTE:  

XDCAM Workflow Accelerator is integrated in: 

- Media Backbone Sonaps 

- Media Backbone Ensemble 

- XDCAM Archive 

 OPSIGATE 

 Media Backbone HDXchange 

 HDCAM SR Plug-in 

 Sony Recording unit RAD Plugin (for HVR-MRC1K) 

 

Sony recommend the following temporary solutions to work around the current problem: 

 For XDCAM users: 

Use XDCAM Browser (V1.3 or later) to convert XDCAM files to QuickTime®.  

NOTE:  

- All other existing functionalities and features of XDCAM Browser are not inherited by FinalCutProX® at 

present 

- XDCAM Browser V1.3 is planned for release mid July 

- Ensure that the 32-bit MPEG codec is installed 

- Import the converted files into your FinalCutProX® project  

 

 For XDCAM and HDCAM-SR users: 

To avoid disruption to your existing XDCAM workflow and HDCAM-SR plug-in features - continue 

FinalCutPro7®  



 For HDV users: 

For material recoded with HVR-MRC1K memory recording unit, use as an HDV tape device for video 

capture 

 

On a positive note, we can confirm that AVCHD import is supported by Camera Import (format MPEG-4 AVC/ 

H.264). However, the recently standardised 3D and 1080/50p, 60p formats, (AVCHD Version2), are yet to be 

supported. 

 

Sony is working in close collaboration with Apple on the ultimate resolution to any existing issues affecting 

FinalCutProX® and Sony product users. Our resolution plan and roadmap will be announced later this summer.  

 

We thank you in advance for your patience and your continuous trust in Sony products and solutions. 

 

 

Sincerely yours, 

 

 

 

Sony Europe Ltd 

(or sales company in each region/country) 


